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THE SACRED EXCHANGE
The “Field Guide” is offered as a free download and intended for your personal use only. The content is wisdom passed down as our Divine Inheritance. The time to gather the resources, expand it with guidance from my own daily practice is my own Gift.
It is my Offering to Honor the Blessing of the Journey we’ve shared through my Daily Journal JaguarSpirit.com.

Thank you for the Divine Communion that saved me, so I could claim a New Life and Live Again.
With all my Love, in lak’ech, Debra
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© Copyright 2020, Debra Malmos, JaguarSpirit.com
All content included in the guide is barred from any reproduction other than for personal use, including the artwork, format, and content.
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JAGUARSPRIT.COM
DEDICATION

The Tzolk’in Field Guide is dedicated to Don Alejandro Cirilo Perez Oxlaj, 13th Generation Quiche Mayan High Priest, Spiritual Leader of the Maya. Don Alejandro is the beloved “tata” destined to lead us into the 13th Baktun, a cycle marked as a Time for Human’s highest transformation. It is Tata that shared the calendars with the world, at the Time destined to be. Tata has been the “final word” as a compass for the discernment of my resources. Thank you Grandfather, for all the prayers you’ve carried to an altar and believed for us.

FORWARD

I share my deepest gratitude and appreciation for the Elders that guided a way of Beauty. When I began my journal I was alone without the resources to travel. I had little hope for an opportunity to share in a Sacred Community.

My daily journal online at JaguarSpirit.com was a last desperate leap of faith, just to save myself. The only resource I knew to lead me out of the dark was the Wisdom shared by Ian Xel Lungold at MayanMajix.com. I’m equally grateful to Michael Shore, who carries on to uphold Ian’s gift to the whole. Those who shared a journey at JaguarSpirit.com were an unexpected answer to my prayers.

That’s the Mission I carry – for others to know what I found out. You don’t need to be an academic to learn or understand what a Divine Creator intended us to Know. It worked for me, through a dedicated practice and the Love of my own curiosity. God’s Divine Will for me was you.

The Field Guide shares a personal practice that’s come together over the past 5 years. My hope is that there is something that will help you define a path of your own. These are thoughts from Spirit thinking about these basic aspects and the words of Ian Lungold… while I was tracking my own thoughts.

Through a Dedicated Practice you will see the synchronicity of your OWN STORY written in the calendar, and the end that’s already written for your Divine Future.

I invite all to join me on a continuing journey published daily at JaguarSpirit.com.
THE TRECENA OF CROCODILE/IMIX
The Dawning of a New Awakening, the Beginning of All Things

Destiny Kin: 1
Position: 1
Uinal: 1
Season: 1
ASPECTS:
Cycle: Light (Red)
Direction: East
Element: Fire

Gregorian Dates:
14-MAY-2020
29-JAN-2021
16-OCT-2021
03-JUL-2022
20-MAR-2023
05-DEC-2023
(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

BEGINNING OF THE FIRST SEASON OF THE TZOLK’IN: IMIX begins the first season as observed by the Yucatec tradition of the North. The last Day Sign of the Season is the Guardian. The Guardian of the first season is 13 Road/EB. EB, also known as Human, guards an Intention to know our Identity as a Divine Human Being.

Crocodile/IMIX (e meesh) is simply the beginning of all things. As a cycle of “Light” (Red or Blue Day Signs), IMIX holds a purpose of Divine Inspiration. IMIX is the primordial Mother, the Divine Feminine that holds the energies of Discernment and Compassionate Love. IMIX is an Awakening of the Consciousness of Being.

We begin life in the womb in Unity, conscious as One. We recognize the sound of our Mother’s voice and we realize there is more than One. Our dawning is the Light that we are a consciousness unto our Self. IMIX initiates the first question of Life, “Who am I?”

Human is given the Sacred Right to Choose what we will become. IMIX offers the inspiration for a Choice To Be. IMIX shares thoughts that inspire Unlimited Possibility. Human can create whatever we can Imagine by following thoughts to an ending we choose as our Dream. When we choose to follow the Dreams we Love, our thoughts are guided to the ending. Those who follow the IMIX dream they Love hold the Power of Divine Genius.

Days guided by IMIX always initiate a new set of thoughts. In its first Tone 1, IMIX initiates the beginning thoughts that lead us through the 260-day Tzolk’in round, the harvest cycle of Human Transformation. It’s important to take our Time and Choose Wisely.

The Experience of Crocodile/IMIX:

- IMIX initiates the questions of life. The trecena of IMIX can be inspiring or over-whelming with so many thoughts on our mind.
- The Intention for Human in every cycle of Light is to be “here and now” to receive it.
- The Fire of IMIX ignites our Passion to Create. We may have an urge to take action, though the Meaning and Purpose of this Time is just to take it all in.
- An inclination to spend time alone with your thoughts.
- A good time for planning. A challenging time for productivity.
PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Transformer/CIMI – going with the flow of major change
- 7 Deer/MANIK – a peak view of our own Spiritual Tools of Spirit
- 8 Star/LAMAT – a Vision of our Self as a Personification of the Creator’s Light
- 9 Offering/MULUK – counting our Blessings will ignite our Passion for a Sacred Exchange, through an Atonement with the Creator

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:

1) Establish a daily routine that will be a dedicated practice for each day. The Day Sign reflects the “Lord of the Day,” an aspect of the Creator’s Divine Consciousness. A trip to the altar to Honor the Day Sign turns our thoughts to a presence of God With Us, living in our Conscious thoughts.
2) Begin a journal. Write down the wild ideas for future reference. Note what was on your mind and any special experiences of the day.
3) When you get a wild idea, track the thought. Where did it come from? Did it interrupt an existing train of thought?
4) Build your nest – a comfy place To Be.
5) Build a Fire or light a candle. Write a prayer for a new beginning on a piece of paper and offer it to the flames.
Count of Days: Trecena of Crocodile/IMIX

DESTINY KIN: 1  UINAL: 1
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red ( Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 2  UINAL: 1
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 3  UINAL: 1
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 4  UINAL: 1
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say “no”
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 5  UINAL: 1
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red ( Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 6  UINAL: 1  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; Divine Flow of Spirit
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 7  UINAL: 1  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK
DESTINY KIN: 8  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 9  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 10  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 11  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator, curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 12  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq' Be', the White Way, the Tzolk'in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 13  UINAL: 1  PEAK TRANSFORMATION ENERGY
TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL
THE TRECENA OF JAGUAR/IX

A Vision Quest: Gift of Spiritual Vision

Destiny Kin: 14
Position: 14
Uinal: 1 & 2
Season: 1
ASPECTS:
Cycle: Dark (White)
Direction: North
Element: Air
Gregorian Dates:
27-MAY-2020
11-FEB-2021
29-OCT-2021
16-JUL-2022
02-APR-2023
18-DEC-2023
(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify any date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

Jaguar/IX (eesh) begins a journey of Spirit. As a cycle of “Darkness” (White or Yellow Day Signs) IX leads a journey of Application. Our Intention is to apply the Inspiration manifested by the last trecena. The Jaguar leads a journey toward the East. We will take Inspiration to Heart through the Wisdom of a human experience.

IX is a symbol of the Divine Feminine aspect of Creation. IX holds the power to see a Divine meaning and purpose. IX’s special power is “Earth Magic,” born of an abiding Gratitude and Appreciation for Mother Earth. IX offers the Consciousness that we are ALIVE and ONE in a LIVING World.

The Jaguar offers potential for a Spiritual Experience. The Element of Air relates to our capabilities of consciousness. Through a dedicated “ceremony of consciousness” the Jaguar can lead us to a Higher Consciousness of our Spirit.

VISION QUEST:

IX leads the first trecena of darkness in a new Tzolk’in round. IX leads us to apply a new Light of Truth to a human walk on Earth. A Vision Quest is a journey dedicated to the Consciousness of Spirit. A Vision Quest is a sacred ceremony that consecrates Time for the Purpose of Divine Communion. The Native American tradition is a dedication of 4 days of fasting and prayer. 4 is the symbol of drawing Light from all 4 directions. A sacred ceremony creates an Experience our Consciousness and Unconscious mind can remember.

IX raises our Awareness of Spirit. The purpose of a Vision Quest is to distance our Self from worldly influences, so as much of our experience as possible is drawn from the supernatural influence of Spirit. The Jaguar is the shape-shifter that can cross the dimensions of Spirit to any Time and Place.

The Experience of Jaguar/IX:

- Our thoughts can be drawn into the Moment and to a deeper meaning.
- We may face a personal challenge or fear and be able to see the truth of the illusion.
- We may feel invisible, living behind the scenes. We can believe we’re on an unseen path.
- The Jaguar can offer a vision of our totem Spirit.
- We FEEL our connection to Mother Earth.
PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Storm/CAUAC – momentum and flow brings a Renewal and Regeneration of Spirit
- 7 Sun/AHAU – offers a Divine Revelation of Spirit that impassions the Human Will to follow
- 8 Crocodile/IMIX – fulfills the Transformation of Awakening to the Truth of Light and Divine Guidance
- 9 Wind/IK – the Power of Wind, the Creator’s Voice, will Complete our Consciousness and the Discernment of Divine Wisdom

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:

1) Follow the invisible path of the Jaguar. Ask Divine Spirits to guide you. When you look down at your feet, remember you are on the path.
2) Be invisible in the world. If you don’t have 4 days to disappear, disappear where you are. Fast your words. Instead of being Seen or Heard, be the Silent Observer.
3) Consecrate the Time for a Communion of Spirit. Declare by intention that you will only engage with the Highest Spiritual Beings who serve the Most Divine Intentions for the Whole.
4) Spend quiet time in Nature. Ground yourself with direct contact to Mother Earth. Use the Sacred Breath. Draw life from the resources of Light, Air, and Mother Earth.
5) Choose to serve another living thing. (Make friends with a houseplant, or the birds and the bees.) Share your Gratitude with living thing in Nature. Tell them when you see something beautiful.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Jaguar/IX

DESTINY KIN: 14  UINAL: 1
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 15  UINAL: 1
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 16  UINAL: 1
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 17  UINAL: 1
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 18  UINAL: 1
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 19  UINAL: 1  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN
DESTINY KIN: 20  UINAL: 1  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 21  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 22  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 23  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 24  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say “no”
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 25  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 26  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB
THE TRECENA OF DEER/MANIK

A Divine Mission: The Hand of God

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destiny Kin: 27</th>
<th>Gregorian Dates:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position: 7</td>
<td>09-JUN-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uinal: 2</td>
<td>24-FEB-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season: 1</td>
<td>11-NOV-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29-JUL-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPECTS:</td>
<td>15-APR-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle: Light (Blue)</td>
<td>31-DEC-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction: West</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element: Water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk'in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

Deer/MANIK (man 'eek) the Day Sign of the Mayan priest. As a cycle of “Light” (Red or Blue Day Signs), the Deer guides a journey that inspires Human’s Divine Meaning and Purpose. The Deer’s Gift is Vigilant Observation. The Mayan priest Counts the Days and observes the Sacred Ceremonies on behalf of the Whole.

MANIK leads the whole by serving as an example, following its own path. The Deer holds a gift of Harmonic Resonance. When MANIK lights the fires of Sacred Ceremony and Kneels at an altar, others will Remember and follow. The Deer holds the Power of a Divine Attraction.

MANIK is a symbol of stability with one foot planted in each of the 4 directions. The Deer upholds the Pillars of a Divine Kingdom. The glyph illustrates a Hand (another name for MANIK), grasping a thread of Ether that completes a Divine Circuit to the Power of a Divine Creator.

Deer’s strength is to stand in its own Truth of a Divine Meaning and Purpose.

The Experience of Deer/MANIK:

- Passion that speaks through the Heart.
- Faith that you are on a path.
- In Sympathy with the Heart of Humanity.
GLOBAL BURNER: 4 Dog/OC
Residual energy is burned away at the Center of each Season. On Global Burners the shaman and the priest carry out the Sacred Fire Ceremonies on behalf of the Whole to restore Right Relationship in the Community. 4 Dog/OC stabilizes the energy of Unconditional Love.

PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Road/EB – generates momentum of a rhythm and pattern of movement, marking a New Milestone on the Road to our Destiny
- 7 Reed/BEN – offers the Light of Divine Communion at the Highest Altar
- 8 Jaguar/IX – shines the Zenith Light of “pure spirit” and the “earth magic” of gratitude
- 9 Eagle/MEN – our Transformation is completed by a Vision of our Divine Future, and Knowing the Dream lies within our grasp

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:

1) Learn something new about the experiences that relate to each of the 4 directions.
2) Consecrate a Sacred Object you will keep at the altar to remind you of your Mission. A sacred staff, a head covering, or prayer shawl may later become a medicine tool for blessings.
3) Light the candles and the fires of sacred ceremony on the Burner Day and offer your prayers on behalf of the Whole.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Deer/MANIK

DESTINY KIN: 27  UINAL: 2
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 28  UINAL: 2
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 29  UINAL: 2
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 30  UINAL: 2
GLOBAL BURNER DAY
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED GLOBAL BURNERS: (Same Tone 4) Dog/OC, Sun/AHAU, Eagle/MEN, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 31  UINAL: 2
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator; curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 32  UINAL: 2
PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq’ Be’, the White Way, the Tzolk’in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 33  UINAL: 2
PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL
DESTINY KIN: 34  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 35  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience  –  Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 36  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest  –  Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 37  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution  –  Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 38  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand  –  Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 39  UINAL: 2  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension  –  Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN
THE TRECENA OF SUN/AHAU

A Revelation of Power and Divine Will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destiny Kin: 20</th>
<th>Gregorian Dates:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position: 🎉 20</td>
<td>14-MAY-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uinal: 2 &amp; 3</td>
<td>29-JAN-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season: 1</td>
<td>16-OCT-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPECTS:</td>
<td>03-JUL-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle: Dark (Yellow)</td>
<td>20-MAR-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction: South</td>
<td>05-DEC-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element: Earth</td>
<td>(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sun/AHAU (ah how) is simply the Supreme Lord of Creation, the Omega and All-in-One. As a cycle of “Darkness” (Yellow or White Day Signs), AHAU leads a cycle of application and human’s response to the experience.

AHAU illuminates all things hidden in the shadows and hidden in plain sight. Sun/AHAU marks a day of personal Revelation. AHAU is the Master of all things holding the perseverance and power to carry on. The AHAU trecena leads a journey in Communion with the Light. We were given a Mission by the Deer to Be a Light that would lead others to a Divine Communion at the altar.

Sun/AHAU brings new Wisdom to Light and a Communion that Human can see. Under the guidance of AHAU, we are made Conscious of “God with us.” AHAU inspires Human Will and Believing in all possibility.

The Sun/AHAU trecena offers a close communion with the Creator, and connects us the Whole Collective of Human Wisdom. The Sun/AHAU trecena will guide us to call upon our Divine Resources of Spirit. Honoring the Old Ones and their Divine Inheritance of Wisdom, their words become Living Wisdom of Consciousness. The Sun is our Eternal Source of Life, Light, and Happiness.

The Experience of Sun/AHAU:

- Revelations of identity as seen from Above
- A tangible experience of Divine Communion
- Light of new wisdom and growth
- Realization of Higher Love and Empowerment
HOLY DAY: 8 Deer/MANIK
8 Deer/MANIK is the Day that Honors the Mission of the Mayan priest, a Day of Initiation of the Mayan priest, and a Day to Bless the Path of Intention.

PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Serpent/CHICCHAN – Lights the Fuse of Spirit; “lightning in the blood” to awaken our Sixth Sense of Knowing.
- 7 Transformer/CIMI – a Balancing of the Above and Below promises a Major Life Change, and the Gift of Clairvoyance
- 8 Deer/MANIK – a Transformation of Divine Justice, measured by the Truth of our Intention
- 9 Star/LAMAT – a Revelation of our Self as the Personification of the Creator’s Light

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:

1. Renew your relationship with the Sun. Greet the Sunrise and follow the Sun’s path across the sky.
2. Say goodnight when the Sun reaches the Western horizon and let your worries go down with the setting Sun. Send your own Love around on the Sun to others.
3. Evaluate your Inner strength of Spirit at the beginning and end of this trecena.
4. Record your new Revelations.
5. Learn something new about the effects of Sun and Light on the Human body. Interpret the scientific details from a Divine Perspective.
6. **ASK THE CREATOR AND THE ASCENDED MASTERS FOR ALL THE HELP YOU NEED.**
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Sun/AHAU

DESTINY KIN: 40      UINAL: 2
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 41      UINAL: 3
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 42      UINAL: 3
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 43      UINAL: 3
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 44      UINAL: 3
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say “no”
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 45      UINAL: 3      PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 46      UINAL: 3      PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB
DESTINY KIN: 47  UINAL: 3  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 48  UINAL: 3  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 49  UINAL: 3  TONE 10: Manifest - Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 50  UINAL: 3  TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 51  UINAL: 3  TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator, curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 52  UINAL: 3  TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq’ Be’, the White Way, the Tzolk’in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK
THE TRECENA OF REED/BEN

Guiding Light of Home: Building an Altar Within

Reed/BEN is the Guiding Light of Family and Home. Reed is the energetic is leading a family for the well-being of the children and the whole. As a cycle of “Light” (Red or Blue Day Signs), Reed’s meaning and purpose is the Inspiration for the place where our Light will shine.

Reed holds very High Expectations, though it guides us to bend to illuminate the path of Unconditional Love and the Freedom to Choose our own way. Reed intends to walk the walk of Truth for the well-being of those who would look to the example. Reed is the motivation we feel to make Wise Choices when there are children in the Home.

Reed symbolizes our Communion with the Creator from an altar within. Two channels of Light Above shine down upon an altar. Below are the two prayer mats where Humans of duality will kneel together in Humility. To keep the channels open requires us to be the “hollow bone.” All the human flesh of our ego must be burned away to receive the Full Light from Above. That means that in our “perfect demonstration” we’ll be authentic about our limitations. We’ll show others the place to go when we find our Self in the Dark.

Reed/BEN inspires the Love between the Whole. Days marked by Reed/BEN were observed as a day to offer a Blessing to the Home, and to reach beyond home to check in with neighbors to offer a helping hand. Reed/BEN demonstrates to the family that charity that begins at home, applies to our extended family and the Whole. Reed/BEN will Light a Fire of Inspiration in the place we were meant to be.

ENDING THE 1ST SEASON OF THE TZOLK’IN

As the last Destiny Kin of the Season, 13 Serpent/CHICCHAN is the Guardian that held the Promise of Divine Justice – the End for a New beginning. 13 Serpent is the Destiny Kin of an Awakened Consciousness and Believing in the Power of our Divine Identity.

The Experience of Reed/BEN:

- Dreams of a perfect family; maybe, the one we never had
- Seeing the Wisdom that ALL family members have to offer, and Our Own place in the family
- Believing in our Prayers for each other
- The joys of Serving One Another
- Awakening of our Sixth Sense through “lightning in the blood”
**PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance**
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Flint/ETZNAB – establishes Momentum created by Discerning the Divinity of our own Truth.
- 7 Storm/CAUAC – offers a Renewal and Regeneration of Spirit through the Truth of our Divine Connection to Unconditional Love.
- 8 Sun/AHAU – through a Revelation or Epiphany, the Sun will illuminate the Gift of Divine Justice in a Sacred Exchange.
- 9 Crocodile/IMIX – completes our Transformation with the Truth that we hold the Genius to manifest our Dreams through the Power of Love.

**4th UINAL**
13 Serpent/CHICCHAN is our first Ascension in the 4th uinal of Stability. We see what we are becoming and our Power To Be who we REALLY Are. We see the Creator’s Light in our Self.

**Exercises for Spiritual Growth:**

1. Build an altar in the home. Consecrate the Sacred Tools you will keep there with a Divine Meaning and Purpose to remember. Honor the Element of Fire.
2. Remember your own path to an altar, where it first began. Review your milestones of Spiritual Experience.
3. Perform a Blessing on the Home. Use the Sacred Smudge, or a broom to symbolically sweep away all the darkness. Invite the Light To Be at your altar.
4. Perform a random act of kindness.
5. Listen to the wisdom of a child.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Reed/BEN

DESTINY KIN: 53  UINAL: 3
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 54  UINAL: 3
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 55  UINAL: 3
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 56  UINAL: 3
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 57  UINAL: 3
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 58  UINAL: 3  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL
DESTINY KIN: 59  UINAL: 3  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 60  UINAL: 3  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 61  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 62  UINAL: 4  TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 63  UINAL: 4  TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 64  UINAL: 4  TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say “no”
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 65  UINAL: 4  TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN
THE TRECENA OF TRANSFORMER/CIMI

A Cycle of Major Life Change

Destiny Kin: 66
Position: 6
Uinal: 4
Season: 2
ASPECTS:
Cycle: Dark (White)
Direction: North
Element: Air

Gregorian Dates:
18-JUL-2020
04-APR-2021
20-DEC-2021
06-SEP-2022
24-MAY-2023
08-FEB-2024
(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

BEGINNING OF THE SECOND SEASON OF THE TZOLK’IN: CIMI begins the second season as observed by the Yucatec tradition of the North. The last Day Sign of the Season is the Guardian. The Guardian of the second season is 13 Serpent/CHICCHAN. CHICCHAN is the Day Sign that ignites all our Gifts of Knowing. The second season upholds the intention to expand our Consciousness and grow a new seed of our Consciousness to Maturity.

Transformer/CIMI (kee mee) is the Sign of Major Life Change and the Transitions of Life and Death. As a cycle of “Darkness” (White and Yellow Day Signs), CIMI symbolizes a walk of application and human experience. Ascending with the Spiritual Gifts of Knowing to a new Season of Life, CIMI guides us to See our place in an Eternal Circle of Life.

The glyph that illustrates Death symbolizes that something always dies when something new is born. Through the first season of the Tzolk’in we completed human’s “first life” as a Seed that Grew into its physical maturity.

CIMI offers the Gift of Clairvoyance to see the Future. The Transformer/CIMI is the Midwife, a comforter through the Chaos of Change. There is always chaos in the major transition from one way of life to another. CIMI reminds us that the chaos is NOT the CHANGE, but only the Process of changing. We let go of everything that was familiar to believe in something new.

CIMI reminds us through chaos that we are on our way to a Blessing of major proportion. We will see the Future by Believing in our own Power to Create it. CIMI guides us to use the Sacred Breath for Divine Discernment. CIMI holds the Ancient Wisdom of the Past to Know the Future.

The Experience of Transformer/CIMI:

- Everything is up in the air; a more pressing urgency to know the future
- Current circumstances don’t measure up to our Divine expectations
- A sense of out-of-control, hard to get a grasp on things
- Faith to let go in spite of it to believe in a Divine Provision for human limitation
- Having to remind yourself to Breathe
PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance

The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- **6 Monkey/CHUEN** – will establish the momentum for creation through a Divine Rhythm and Pattern of Movement.
- **7 Road/EB** – will reveal the Divine Balance between the Above and the Below that opens the way for us to See our own Divine Destiny.
- **8 Reed/BEN** – will Transform us as a Guiding Light for the Whole, as the Faith in our Prayers for Humanity are raised to the Power of Believing.
- **9 Jaguar/IX** – our Transformation will be completed by the shape-shifter who leads an invisible journey toward the East that carries us across the dimensions of Time and Place to the Truth of Eternal Light, a Divine Consciousness without a Beginning or an End.

The Transformer/CIMI trecena leads to Ascension on 13 Flint/ETZNAB, a Lightning Flash of Truth that sweeps the slate clean to clear a Divine path to our Future. The Element of Air can change our mind.

**Exercises for Spiritual Growth:**

1. Dedicate a practice to Sacred Breath. Remember to take a deep breath of Fresh Air in the morning. Use breath as a Spiritual Tool directing it to discomfort in the body.
2. Reflect on the major changes in your life. What preceded the change?
3. Count the Blessings you Believe lie in your future. What are they made of?
4. Turn to ancient wisdom, and the wisdom of your own experience.
5. Be CIMI for others. Speak the Truth for others and yourself, “Everything is going to be okay.”
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Transformer/CIMI

DESTINY KIN: 66 UINAL: 4
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 67 UINAL: 4
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 68 UINAL: 4
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 69 UINAL: 4
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 70 UINAL: 4
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 71 UINAL: 4
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; Divine Flow of Spirit
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator, curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 72 UINAL: 4
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq' Be', the White Way, the Tzolk'in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK
DESTINY KIN: 73  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 74  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience – Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 75  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 76  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution – Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 77  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand – Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 78  UINAL: 4  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension – Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL
THE TRECENA OF STORM/CAUAC

The Renewal and Regeneration of our Spirit

Storm/CAUAC (kah ‘wak) is the midwife who delivers. CAUAC connects the Light between the Above and the Below. Like lightning produces rain, CAUAC offers a Blessing of Living Water to our Spirit. As a cycle of “Light” (Red or Blue Day Signs), Storm/CAUAC delivers the Light of Inspiration.

Under the guidance of CAUAC, we’ll have an inherent instinct to know our way “Home” when we see the Storms brewing on the horizon. From an altar within, we’ll be reborn with the Light of our Unbridled Freedom To Be.

The geomagnetic energy of the Storm will align our thoughts with a Divine Truth Above. We’ll know we are Grasped by a Power that can find us on Earth. We’ll Know the Unbridled Freedom of Unconditional Love as we witness the endless paths that are drawn into the One Light.

CAUAC offers a Healing of Divine Truth. There are no exceptions in the Creator’s Promise of Unconditional Love. CAUAC offers the freedom to go our own way. Kneeling at an altar within, we’ll be grounded by our Wisdom of Mother Earth. CAUAC is a bolt of lightning, a magnetic force of Love that raises us to the Light.

SIGNATURE OF GOD: CAUAC is a walk through our Dreams with God. With a beginning marked by position 19 and ending on Kin 91, the first and last reflect the symbol of God’s signature. Number 19 is the count of Divine nahauls that are the all-in-one. AHAU is the 20 that manifests the zero, the axis mundi and the Tree of Life. There are 91 steps on each of the 4 sides of the calendar pyramid at Chichen Itza (364), adding the step at the top, 365 in all. 91 symbolizes the creation of Time in 4 directions. The Return of Venus marks the adjustment for the leap year. Venus is the symbol of Human that shines as the Evening Star. The Mayan calendar’s Perfection of Time is calculated by the Relationship between God and the symbol of the Scion.

The Experience of Storm/CAUAC:

- Gratitude for the creature comforts of “home”
- Experiencing the world as if we are apart from it, just watching it go by
- A regeneration of our Faith by Truth of a Divine Way
- Inspired by the light of new Truth and Possibility
- Heightened awareness of personal boundaries and the right to claim them
THE 4TH AND 5TH UINALS

2 Sun/AHAU completes the 4th Uinal of Stability with a Revelation of our Divine Identity. 3 Crocodile/IMIX begins the 5th Uinal of Empowerment. Number 5 guides an intention to take inventory of our Divine Resources. CAUAC delivers the Truth of Unbridled Power from Above.

PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance

The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Seed/KAN – establishes a Rhythm, Flow, and Pattern of thought that defines our forward movement
- 7 Serpent/CHICCHAN – illuminates our mind through a Supernatural Gift of Seeing Clearly
- 8 Transformer/CIMI – begins the Transformation of a Major Life Change, fulfilling a Promise of Divine Justice
- 9 Deer/MANIK – our Transformation is completed by Divine Guidance, and a Higher Perspective on the Power of our Prayers, Rituals, and Sacred Ceremonies

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:

1. Position yourself at the center of the Medicine Wheel, where you objectively watch the world go by at the parameter of your REAL experience.
2. Bless and purify yourself with Holy Water. Make the shower a ritual of “descending Light.”
3. Count the Blessings of your sanctuary. Pray for the homeless and pay something back.
4. Reconnect with your impossible dreams. A Dream may now appear Destined To Be.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Storm/CAUAC

DESTINY KIN: 79  UINAL: 4
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 80  UINAL: 4
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 81  UINAL: 5
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 82  UINAL: 5
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 83  UINAL: 5
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 84  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; Divine Flow of Spirit
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say "no"
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 85  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN
DESTINY KIN: 86  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 87  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
DEER/MANI: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANI, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 88  UINAL: 5  TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 89  UINAL: 5  TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 90  UINAL: 5  TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 91  UINAL: 5  TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator, curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB
THE TRECENA OF ROAD/EB

Claiming the Road of Human’s Divine Destiny

Destiny Kin: 92
Position: 12
Uinal: 5 & 6
Season: 2

ASPECTS:
Cycle: Dark (Yellow)
Direction: South
Element: Earth

Gregorian Dates:
27-NOV-2019
13-AUG-2020
30-APR-2021
15-JAN-2022
02-OCT-2022
19-JUN-2023
(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

Road/EB is the Day Sign of Human and the Road of Human’s Destiny. EB leads a cycle of “Darkness” (Yellow or White Day Signs), an application of our Unbridled Freedom to a Human experience. Road/EB is the Sacred Journey every Human makes and the path defined by the Tzolk’in, a calendar of Human Time. Road/EB’s position 12 is the symbol of Humanity, as the 12 tribes, the 12 disciples, and the 12 constellations. 12 symbolizes a relationship between the “higher 1” and the 2 of human duality.

Road/EB makes sacrifices for others and takes up the cause as a caretaker, often serving the old, poor, and disabled. EB knows it has ALL Time to Rise Again. The Aztec Day Sign for EB is the Grass, reflecting Human’s perennial nature. Grass can’t be held back from springing to life again. Grass was the first of the Green Beings on the planet that multiplied to abundance. As old as Time, Grass lives on through every new generation. Following the ways that were preserved by our Divine Ancestors, their ways are part of our Living Consciousness.

Road/EB offers us another chance to Live again, to start over as we wish we’d lived before. This Time will be different, moving by Leaps of Faith by one that Believe in the Power of Love.

Road/EB is also known as Human, a symbol of the Whole of Humanity for ALL Time. Residing in the South, EB relates to our Relationships with one another and the Natural World. Road/EB leads us to tangible changes, holding the Element of Earth. Road/EB illuminates the path we were destined to follow. Our karmic debt is paid in full by EB, to claim a Higher Destiny for a Human Road of Life.

GLOBAL BURNER: 4 Eagle/MEN
Residual energy is burned away at the Center of each Season. On Global Burners the shaman and the priest carry out the Sacred Fire Ceremonies on behalf of the Whole to restore Right Relationship in the Community. 4 Eagle/MEN stabilizes our Vision of the Future and Grasp for our Dream.

The Experience of Road/EB:

- Synchronicities of Time… in the right place at the right time
- Potential for a Divine Intervention by a Human Being
- Believing in a Living Consciousness that goes on for ALL Time
- Realizing a Divine way makes a Human way possible to manifest our dream.
5th & 6th Uinals: Empowerment and Flow

Our human Seed of Higher Consciousness is Growing to Maturity, aware of how we are equipped for a Mission of Light. *9 Sun/AHAU* completes the 5th uinal with a Revelation of Divine Power. *13 Seed/KAN* offers an Ascension into a Divine Flow of Spirit, Momentum Empowered by God’s Divine Design.

**PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance**

The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Earth/CABAN – will guide us to Move with All our Heart.
- 7 Flint/ETZNAB – a Reflection of Truth will sweep away obstacles that were only an illusion.
- 8 Storm/CAUAC – changes us by a zenith Light of Justice, proving our Unbridled Power To Be.
- 9 Sun/AHAU – completes our Transformation through a Revelation of the Cause and Effect of the Creator’s Divine Design for the Whole.

**Exercises for Spiritual Growth:**

1. If you could start all over again, what Choices would you make? Use a small piece of paper to write down 3 things about yourself you would leave behind. Next to each one, note how it would change your future, and how it could be a Blessing for the Whole.
2. Bless it with a Prayer for Divine Will and hold it for a Time as your Divine Intention.
3. On 6 Earth/CABAN burn the paper with the Smoke of your prayers and save the ashes to include with an Offering to Mother Earth. Release the Offering to Mother Earth in a body of moving water. Claim everything you do as Your Divine Way of Sacred Ceremony. There is no “right” or “wrong” in an Offering of Atonement.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Road/EB (Human)

DESTINY KIN: 92  UINAL: 5
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq’ Be’, the White Way, the Tzolk’in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 93  UINAL: 5
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 94  UINAL: 5
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 95  UINAL: 5
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 96  UINAL: 5
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 97  UINAL: 5
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/PATTERN of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 98  UINAL: 5
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL
DESTINY KIN: 99  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 100  UINAL: 5  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 101  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 102  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 103  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 104  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say “no”
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN
THE TRECENA OF SERPENT/CHICCHAN

A Divine Quickening of Life Force and “Lightning in the Blood”

Destiny Kin: 105
Position: 5
Uinal: 6
Season: 2

ASPECTS:
Cycle: Light (Red)
Direction: East
Element: Fire

Gregorian Dates:
10-DEC-2019
26-AUG-2020
13-MAY-2021
28-JAN-2022
15-OCT-2022
02-JUL-2023

(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)

The Serpent/CHICCHAN (chee kahn) trecena ignites our Consciousness for dynamic Spiritual Developments. As a cycle of “Light” (Red or Blue Day Signs), the Serpent guides a cycle of Light. CHICCHAN is the catalyst that lights the fuse of Life Force to empower ALL our Gifts of Knowing. The Serpent is a symbol of Enlightenment and Illumination. We are given a new way to move on Earth, navigating by our Feelings of Truth. CHICCHAN is a symbol of the Feathered Serpent, Kukulkan.

CHICCHAN holds the Gift of “Lightning in the Blood,” known as the Sixth Sense by the Maya that “bestirs the blood to speak.” CHICCHAN raises our Consciousness to a Divine Connection through the Heart. CHICCHAN is associated with Kundalini energy. The snake moves by the sense of vibration it feels through Mother Earth. Through the Gift of CHICCHAN we will Feel our Way to a Divine Destiny. We will hold a gift of direction that works in the darkness and light.

A snake moves forward by weaving back and forth. We will move like a ship, directing a straight course by the perpetual change of our course. Holding a Light within, we’ll find our way further into the darkness without any fear. We’ll Feel when our thoughts need to turn from the darkness to the Light. CHICCHAN transforms our Way. Holding the power to shed our skin, we’ll leave old ways behind to expand and grow.

6th Uinal: The 6th uinal generates the momentum for a Rhythm and Flow of Movement. This is the energy of the Great Athlete. Engaging our CHICCHAN Force, movement will become a dynamic expression of our pure intention. The Gift of CHICCHAN is the quickening of our Spirit. Serpent/CHICCHAN is the 9th trecena wave, generating Higher Frequencies of Vibration and the Momentum of Spirit.

The Experience of Serpent/CHICCHAN:

- The Gift of Knowing Truth without any physical evidence
- Gut feelings and intuitive insight
- A Revelation or Epiphany that comes with Kundalini energy that travels up the spine, leaving goose bumps, and setting hair on end
- Heightened Empathy with the feelings of others
HOLY DAY: 8 ROAD/EB
Tone 8 is the number of “pure spirit” and the day when the Maya observe most of their sacred ceremonies and festivals. 8 Road/EB is a Holy Day that celebrates Human and the Sacred Road that is the Tzolk’in, the Saq’ Be’ — the White Way that leads to Divine Wisdom. This is a day to Honor all Humans who walk the “hard road of life,” bearing the Time to Know the Miracle of Time.

PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others.

- 6 Dog/OC will engage the Flow and Momentum of Unconditional Love.
- 7 Monkey/CHUEN, the Alchemist and Weaver of Time, will establish our balance between the material and spiritual world.
- 8 Road/EB the Day Sign of the Human will appear in its zenith with the Truth to Believe in our own Divine Destiny.
- 9 Reed/BEN will complete the Transformation in Harmony and Equity to empower a Divine Family.

Exercises for Spiritual Growth:
1. Pay attention to gut feelings, hunches, and Truth you believe without any evidence. Pay attention when you talk to yourself. Is it YOU on the other side? Note “coincidences.”
2. Pay attention to the places you go. Notice how “home” feels. (Those model homes, even perfectly decorated to look like home, never FEEL like home.)
3. Navigate around things that drain your energy. If you’re backed into a corner, CHICCHAN may move you to strike out.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 105  UINAL: 6
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 106  UINAL: 6
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 107  UINAL: 6
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 108  UINAL: 6
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 109  UINAL: 6
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 110  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 111  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
MONKEY/CHUEN: Weaver of Time, Master of Arts, creator, curious, objective, sense of humor; affinity with Dog/OC as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB
DESTINY KIN: 112  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
ROAD/EB: Human, Road of Destiny; Saq’ Be’, the White Way, the Tzolk’in; Humanity, the journey To Be
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 113  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
REED/BEN: Guiding light of family and home; demonstration of faith; bending to others, a Channel of Divine Communion; humility, Faith in a Higher Power
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 114  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
JAGUAR/IX: Shaman, shape-shifter, leader of a Spiritual Journey to the East; holds the “Earth Magic” of Gratitude; Consciousness of Oneness with a Living World
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 115  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
EAGLE/MEN: Intermediary, sees the future within its grasp, intuitive navigation, solely focuses on the prize, leans into the Wind of Truth and Spirit
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 116  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
WISDOM/CIB: Higher Consciousness, connection to the Old Ones, collective wisdom, Forgiveness, Key to the Kingdom, wise choices
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 117  UINAL: 6  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
EARTH/CABAN: Mother Earth, source of all Knowledge; perpetual movement by Intention, sense of who we are becoming, the Phoenix
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK
THE TRECENA OF FLINT/ETZNAB

A Sword of Truth that Sweeps the Slate Clean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destiny Kin: 118</th>
<th>Gregorian Dates:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position: 18</td>
<td>23-DEC-2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uinal: 6 &amp; 7</td>
<td>08-SEP-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season: 2</td>
<td>26-MAY-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPECTS:</td>
<td>10-FEB-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle: Dark (White)</td>
<td>28-OCT-2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction: North</td>
<td>15-JUL-2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element: Air</td>
<td>(Add 260 days to calculate the next. Verify date on Tzolk’in calculator at MayanMajix.com.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flint/ETZNAB is a 13-day cycle of “darkness,” leading the application of Truth that was inspired by our Ascension on 13 Earth/CABAN. We were given the Power to Live and Move with all our Heart. ETZNAB holds the Gifts of Telepathy and Clairvoyance.

ETZNAB is a Sword of Truth that follows the path of a Lightning Strike. Like a flash, ETZNAB delivers Truth that was hidden or covered up. ETZNAB represents the Sacred Flint Knife that cuts to the Heart, and also the Mirror (another name for ETZNAB). Like an Obsidian Mirror, ETZNAB reflects the Perfect Image of Our Truth. Flint makes a point that sweeps our slate clear of any lingering doubts that stand in the way of a Major Leap of Faith. Flint/ETZNAB guides us to the very top of the Tzolk’in pyramid to see “all that isn’t” and “all that is.”

6TH & 7TH Uinals: The 6th uinal establishes the Peak Momentum for our Growth to Maturity. We’ve taken on a Rhythm and Pattern of Divine Movement. 3 Sun/AHAU completes the 6th uinal with a Revelation of the Divine Power engaged by an alignment between the Above and the Below. The Peak Energy reflected by the numbers represents the Unseen Forces of Divine Intervention.

Core Days: At the Center of the Tzolk’in round, the 7th uinal holds the “Core Days” and the Balance of Truth. The axis mundi of our Tree of Life releases us from thoughts of Duality. We see “all that is” and “all that is not” without judgment. Instead of “good” or “bad” we see the Truth as just the way things are. The 7th uinal prepares us for the Reproductive season of our Life. Balanced by our own Truth, we will recognize the Wisdom of the Truth and how it will lead to a new generation of our Self. Our Choices will manifest the crystalline structure to uphold a future state of consciousness.

The Experience of Flint/ETZNAB:

- Suspended judgment between “good” or “bad” quiets our knee-jerk impulses
- Recognizing deeply held Truth as a foundation worthy to stand
- Revelations of Truth that we “knew all along” without the material evidence
- New Truth that establishes itself like a breath of Fresh Air for Heart and Mind
- A sense of being suspended in Time; Time held in the Creator’s hands
**HOLY DAY: 8 Serpent/CHICCHAN**
8 Serpent/CHICCHAN is observed as Serpentine Day, a day to Honor the “dragon energy” of Divine Consciousness. 8 CHICCHAN is a day of Illumination in its Zenith Light.

ETZNAB resides in the North, the direction of Wisdom. Holding the Element of Air, Flint relates to the faculties of Consciousness. Flint will bring the Truth of our Spiritual Wisdom.

**GUARDIAN OF THE SEASON**
13 Dog/OC guarded the Intention of a Season of growing to maturity. The Meaning and Purpose of our next Ascension is the Wisdom of Unconditional Love. The handoff will go to 1 Monkey/CHUEN, guiding us to Create a new World.

**PEAK DAYS: Peak Experience, Peak Performance**
The Peak Tones of the trecena are the best days for personal performance. These are days when we feel confident in our intentions and communication with others. Core Days are ALL Peak Days for Balancing within our Self through an Inner Reflection of Truth. Held in Balance, we can see all our Choices in an equal way. Held in the Balance, the Human discernment of “good” or “bad” can fall away.

---

**Exercise for Spiritual Growth: Drawing your own Circle of Creation**
Draw a Circle. Bless it as the New Seed of your Self, the boundaries of creation to hold Your Truth and Your Dream for a new Seed of your Self. Carefully add one Divine Truth at a time for a Dream that is all your own. The Circle is a living tool that will help later when outside thoughts float by. Did they originate from YOUR circle? Or, are they false truth coming from a circle that belongs to someone else? The choice is up to you to deny they have anything to do with YOU. A divine boundary will stand as a Provision for YOUR New Life To Be.
COUNT OF DAYS: Trecena of Flint/ETZNAB

DESTINY KIN: 118  UINAL: 6
TONE 1: Unity – Sunrise, Beginning, Oneness, Divine Inspiration, Dream of a New Day
FLINT/ETZNAB: Truth like a flash, reveals what is hidden or covered up, truth that sets us free, telepathy, consciousness of our Own Truth, tempts us to act out of character, sweeps the slate clean
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 119  UINAL: 6
TONE 2: Duality – Human perspective, separated from the One, comparisons, questions, choices
STORM/CAUAC: Renewal and regeneration of Spirit, realigns Divine thoughts, inner compass; unbridled freedom to be, midwife who delivers the light
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 120  UINAL: 6
TONE 3: Movement – Initiate life of vibration by moving toward or disseminating the Intention of Creation
SUN/AHAU: Omega, all-in-one, Supreme Creator; Illumination; revelation of identity; Inspires Human Will
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 121  UINAL: 7
TONE 4: Stability – Parameters, Boundaries, Rules of the Game, foundation of thought
CROCODILE/IMIX: Beginning of all things, primordial mother, compassionate love, discernment, mother of innovation, wild ideas; Dawn of a New Awakening
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 122  UINAL: 7
TONE 5: Empowerment – Central organizing Force, managing resources for application
WIND/IK: Breath of Life and Spirit; dissemination, communication, whirling of life, Divine Will
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/OC, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 123  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 6: Flow – Momentum created by a Rhythm/Pattern of movement; the Divine Flow of Spirit
NIGHT/AKBAL: Light in the darkness, creative void, dreamer who believes, voice in our dreams, connects conscious/unconscious thoughts
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 124  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY
TONE 7: Reflect - Balancing, “As Above, So Below,” seeing “all that is” and “all that is not,” peak of growth
SEED/KAN: Spark within the Seed; Divine Design; Identity of Divine Consciousness; investigation of self, what is needed to grow; clearing of karma, power to say ”no"
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/Ix, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN
DESTINY KIN: 125  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
SERPENT/CHICCHAN: Lightning in the Blood, sixth sense, catalyst ignites Life Force, Consciousness
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

DESTINY KIN: 126  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 9: Patience - Completion, retrospection, the bigger picture, potential suffering for lack of insight, discernment
TRANSFORMER/CIMI: Major Life Change, transition, chaos, midwife/hospice nurse, comforter, clairvoyance
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Crocodile/IMIX, Transformer/CIMI, Monkey/CHUEN, Wisdom/CIB

DESTINY KIN: 127  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 10: Manifest – Blessing and Responsibility to Claim it; seeing the Truth of change through an old challenge
DEER/MANIK: Hand, Mayan priest; upholds the Pillars of Faith, grasps Divine Power, dedicated path for the whole, living demonstration, harmonic resonance
ASPECTS: LIGHT; Blue (Transforms); Element of Water, emotions, Ether of Spirit, heart response
WEST: Earthly walk, unknown future, response to experience
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Deer/MANIK, Road/EB, Earth/CABAN, Wind/IK

DESTINY KIN: 128  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 11: Resolution - Clarity of Vision, Tuned to a Higher Frequency; Resolves a new way forward
STAR/LAMAT: Scion of the Creation, human Seed planted on Earth, power of manifestation, multiplying to abundance the object of affection, cauldron of creation, sexuality, reproduction
ASPECTS: DARK; Color, Yellow (Completes); Element of Earth, physicality
SOUTH: Focus on relationships with one another and the earth
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Star/LAMAT, Reed/BEN, Flint/ETZNAB, Night/AKBAL

DESTINY KIN: 129  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 12: Understand - Comprehension, Knowledge becomes Wisdom, Truth moves to the Heart
OFFERING/MULUC: Water, the Moon, emotions, honoring feelings, gratitude, atonement, paying back, paying forward
ASPECTS: LIGHT, Inspiration; Red (Initiates); Element of Fire, transmutation, passion
EAST: Beginnings, inspiration, new life, light, sunrise
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Offering/MULUC, Jaguar/IX, Storm/CAUAC, Seed/KAN

DESTINY KIN: 130  UINAL: 7  PEAK ENERGY TRANSFORMATION
TONE 13: Ascension - Higher Ground, ready to try again, or try something new; power of theurgy
DOG/OC: Demonstration of Unconditional Love, faithfulness beyond death, lives in a pack; affinity with Monkey/CHUEN as aspects central to a Divine Creator
ASPECTS: DARK; White (Refines); Direction, North, Wisdom; Element of Air, faculties of the mind
NORTH: Wisdom, Divine Guidance, Collective Consciousness, Innocence
RELATED BURNERS: (Same Tone) Dog/OC, Eagle/MEN, Sun/AHAU, Serpent/CHICCHAN

END OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE TZOLK’IN ROUND.
WE ARE PREPARED FOR A NEW CREATION OF OUR REALITY THAT WILL BE GUIDED BY THE MASTER OF ARTS, MONKEY/CHUEN.
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“Burden of Time” by Debra Malmos